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MEDIA RELEASE
For Saturday, 5 June 2010

Join Ann Odong and Guest Co-host Beckenham Angels Coach Leo Coppens as they
bring you 3 hours of everything football on The World Football Programme this
Saturday between 9 and 12pm.
National U13 Girls coach Nicola Williams takes her weekly look at the Smarter than
Smoking Women's Premier League and lets us in on the preparations for the girls AFC
Festival of Football in late June.
With his side sitting pretty on top of the APB State League, we catch up with Perth SC
coach Graham Normanton about the season so far, the State League and this
Monday's Cup fixtures. Also riding high on top of Division One are Bunbury Forum
Force with an impressive 8 - 1 record and impressive 40 goals. We hope to catch with
the south-west club ahead of their match with the Dianella White Eagles.
Perth Glory's Media Manager Steve Nelkovski joins us at 10am for the Glory weekly
segment as we catch up on the latest news from the inner sanctum. We also have a
look at some of the great friendlies that have been announced by clubs throughout the
A-League.
With the World Cup drawing nearer, the City of Perth have announced the Northbridge
Piazza Soccer Live Site for the screening of pool matches. Lord Mayor Lisa Scaffidi
will be on board to give us all the latest information.
Unless you have been under a rock by now you would know that the Matildas are the
Champions of Asia with a penalty shootout win over DPR Korea last Sunday evening.
Our Perth Glory Women's players had a large part to play in the tournament and Vice
Captain Collette McCallum and Sam Kerr join us in the studio to chat about the
historic win. We also chat with the newly made-over Tom Sermanni about the
challenges and triumphs of the Asian Cup Campaign.
Former Adelaide United coach Aurelio Vidmar has been named the Olympic Coach
and Assistant Socceroos coach. We hope to catch up with Aurelio on his new
appointments.
It was heartbreak for WA's Shane Lowry and Rhys Williams as they missed out on a
place in the Socceroos 23 man World Cup squad. Soccer International writer and The
Roar editor Adrian Musolino will be on board for the first time to analyse the squad
and its chances. As always SBS football analyst and football tragic Francis Awaritefe
looks at cuts in some of the other squads include Australia's group opponents.
Text Ann during the show with your comments, questions and news on 0433 816 000 or
ring the station on 9494 2100 between 9 and 12 this Saturday morning.
- The WFP Team
Penny TannerHoath, Tony Carvajal, Ann Odong
Can’t get to a radio? We stream live on radiofremantle.com. Guests can listen in to their interviews and see
what’s coming up on theworldfootballprogramme.com.
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